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ABSTRACT The binding of the myristoylated alanine-rich C kinase substrate (MARCKS) to mixed, ﬂuid, phospholipid mem-
branes is modeled with a recently developed Monte Carlo simulation scheme. The central domain of MARCKS is both basic
(z ¼ 113) and hydrophobic (ﬁve Phe residues), and is ﬂankedwith two long chains, one endingwith themyristoylated N-terminus.
This natively unfolded protein is modeled as a ﬂexible chain of ‘‘beads’’ representing the amino acid residues. The membranes
contain neutral (z ¼ 0),monovalent (z ¼ 1), and tetravalent (z ¼ 4) lipids, all of which are laterallymobile.MARCKS-membrane
interaction is modeled by Debye-Hu¨ckel electrostatic potentials and semiempirical hydrophobic energies. In agreement with
experiment, we ﬁnd that membrane binding is mediated by electrostatic attraction of the basic domain to acidic lipids and mem-
brane penetration of its hydrophobic moieties. The binding is opposed by conﬁgurational entropy losses and electrostatic
membrane repulsion of the two long chains, and by lipid demixing upon adsorption. The simulations provide a physical model
for how membrane-adsorbed MARCKS attracts several PIP2 lipids (z ¼ 4) to its vicinity, and how phosphorylation of the central
domain (z ¼ 113 to z ¼ 17) triggers an ‘‘electrostatic switch’’, which weakens both the membrane interaction and PIP2
sequestration. This scheme captures the essence of ‘‘discreteness of charge’’ at membrane surfaces and can examine the
formation of membrane-mediated multicomponent macromolecular complexes that function in many cellular processes.
INTRODUCTION
A delicate balance between the energetic and entropic con-
tributions to themembrane adsorption free energy is exhibited
in various biological processes (1,2). One important exam-
ple is the ‘‘electrostatic switch’’ mechanism underlying
the membrane binding of several proteins, including the
myristoylated alanine-rich C kinase substrate (MARCKS)
(3,4). This natively unfolded protein is thought to bind
electrostatically to anionic lipids in the inner leaﬂet of the
plasma membrane through its relatively small (25 residues)
but strongly charged effector domain (ED), which comprises
13 basic residues (5–7). The effector domain also contains
ﬁve phenylalanine residues. One end of the ED is connected
to a ﬂexible, 151-residue long, polypeptide chain, hereafter the
‘‘loop’’, ending at the myristoylated N-terminus. A compa-
rably long ﬂexible chain, hereafter the ‘‘tail’’, originates at
the other end of the ED, ending at the C-terminus (Fig. 1).
Electrostatic attraction between the basic residues along
the ED and the acidic membrane lipids, such as the multi-
valent phosphatidylinositol 4,5 bisphosphate (PIP2) and the
monovalent phosphatidylserine (PS) molecules, provides the
major driving force for membrane adsorption of MARCKS.
In addition, MARCKS-membrane binding is enhanced by the
hydrophobic insertion of the ﬁve phenylated ED residues,
as well as of the myristoylated N-terminus anchor. On the
other hand, and apart from the loss of translational entropy
attendant upon any adsorption process, two entropy loss
mechanisms can detract from the free energy of membrane
binding: i), The lower conformational freedom of the
adsorbed protein because of excluded volume repulsive in-
teractions with the membrane surface. This entropy loss in-
volves mainly the long tail and loop chains, but also, though
to a lesser extent, the ED. ii), The reduced ‘‘mixing entropy’’
of the lipid membrane resulting from the protein-induced
sequestration of charged lipids, primarily PIP2, and their lo-
calization to the vicinity of the basic protein domain.
MARCKS adsorption is also expected to be opposed by
electrostatic repulsion of the moderately negatively charged
tail and loop from the acidic membrane. Similarly subtle
interplays between energetic and entropic contributions to
protein-membrane binding are likely to be encountered in a
variety of signaling events (5,8).
Experiments suggest that the basic protein domain binds
preferentially to the multivalent lipid PIP2, ;3 PIP2 mole-
cules per adsorbed protein (9–11). The PIP2 charge (which
generally varies between 3 and 5 (12), ) is assumed to
have a valence of z ¼ 4 in this and previous studies, im-
plying that a few multivalent lipids are sufﬁcient to provide
full electrostatic neutralization of the 13 ED charges (5,12).
This is especially signiﬁcant considering that the PIP2 con-
centration in the plasma membrane is just;1%, whereas the
concentration of monovalent acidic lipids (primarily PS) is
typically 10–30%. PIP2, an important signaling lipid, acts at
several levels to regulate cell structure and metabolism (13).
For example, phospholipase C (PLC) hydrolyzes PIP2 lipids
in response to hormonal signals, yielding two fragments that
serve as intracellular second messengers (8). PIP2 may also
interact with actin-binding proteins, thereby regulating cy-
toskeleton-membrane attachment (14). It is thus believed that
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by binding to PIP2 lipids, MARCKS controls their accessi-
bility for interaction with other cellular proteins (15–17).
Indeed, phosphorylation of three serine residues in the
MARCKS-ED by protein kinase C (PKC) reduces its net
charge from 113 to 17. The decrease in electrostatic at-
traction between MARCKS and membrane is thought to
contribute to the dissociation of MARCKS from the plasma
membrane, exposing the PIP2 lipids to hydrolysis by PLC
and other reactions. This reversible binding of MARCKS
to the lipid membrane underlies the ‘‘electrostatic-switch
mechanism’’ (3,18), whose analysis is one of our major goals
in this study.
We recently presented a theoretical approach for modeling
the adsorption of charged ﬂexible polymers onto mixed,
oppositely charged, ﬂuid membranes (19). We showed there
that the RosenbluthMonte Carlo (MC) scheme for simulating
polymer statistics in solution (20,21) can be extended and
applied to model the interaction of polymers with multi-
component ﬂuid membranes. This modeling scheme, which
we also use in this study, allows and thus explicitly accounts
for lipid mobility within the membrane plane, and hence for
possible local changes in lipid composition, in response to
interactions with nearby peripheral macromolecules (see also
(22,23)). In a previous study (19), we described in detail how
thermodynamic and conﬁgurational characteristics of the
polymer-membrane system can be derived from the simula-
tion data, demonstrating the approach for a relatively simple
model system; a 20-segment-long positively charged homo-
polyelectrolyte, interacting with mixedmembranes containing
neutral, monovalent, and polyvalent acidic lipids. The em-
phasis there has been on the theoretical-computational back-
ground as well as on the differences between polymer
binding to ﬂuid versus ‘‘frozen’’ membranes and versus
uniformly charged surfaces.
The conceptual framework and computational algorithms
developed in Tzlil and Ben-Shaul (19) are applied here to
study the considerably more complex and biologically more
relevant process of MARCKS binding to ﬂuid membranes
composed of neutral, monovalent (e.g., PS) and tetravalent
(PIP2) lipids. In addition to simulating the adsorption of our
MARCKS (heteroplymeric) model, we also study its phos-
phorylated isomer, thus modeling the ‘‘myristoyl-electro-
static-switch’’ mechanism. A related protein of interest is the
mutant MARCKS-FA, in which all the phenylalanines of the
MARCKS-ED peptide are replaced by the less hydrophobic
alanine residues (10).
Several theoretical-computational studies, including atomic-
level binding calculations (4,24,25), statistical-thermodynamic
analyses (22,23,26,27), as well as a very recent transfer ma-
trix formulation (28), have addressed some of the questions
of interest here, primarily the localization of speciﬁc mem-
brane lipids mediated by peripherally bound macromole-
cules. However, as far as we are aware of, none of these
works has explicitly been concerned with the binding of
ﬂexible proteins to multicomponent ﬂuid membranes, which
constitutes our general goal in this study. Speciﬁcally, our
detailed simulations of membrane-MARCKS binding are
intended to yield new and additional insights into the
mechanisms underlying the adsorption of charged, unstruc-
tured, proteins onto mixed ﬂuid membranes, with particular
emphasis on: i), The role of lipid mobility, especially in
connection to PIP2 sequestration. ii), A detailed examination
of the interplay among the various electrostatic, hydrophobic,
and entropic contributions to protein-membrane binding. iii),
A further examination of the electrostatic switch mechanism
as pertains to MARCKS. The simulations analyzed in the
next sections, even for our approximate protein-membrane
model, are computationally quite demanding. Focusing on
the major issues of biophysical interest, we have thus chosen
to analyze here the adsorption of MARCKS, its FA mutant,
and their phosphorylated isomers, on three representative
membranes of interest, corresponding to different propor-
tions of the neutral, monovalent, and tetravalent lipids (PC:
PS:PIP2 ¼ 89:10:1, 99:0:1 and 90:10:0).
THEORY AND SIMULATION MODEL
MARCKS domains
In solution, owing to the electrostatic repulsion between its charged residues,
MARCKS-ED (residues 152–176 of MARCKS), like other polyelectrolytes,
is expected to be relatively stretched compared to a similarly long uncharged
peptide (29,30). Experiment reveals that upon adsorption, the MARCKS-ED
assumes an extended conformation (31), which could be even more extended
than in the bulk solution due to the additional electrostatic repulsion between
the ‘‘neutralizing’’ acidic lipids localized in the adsorption zone.
Contrary to the strong attraction of the basic domain to the membrane, the
loop (residues 1–151) and tail (177–332) chains emanating from the ED are
expected to be repelled from the membrane owing to two mechanisms. The
ﬁrst is entropic, resulting from the lower conﬁgurational freedom of the
chains due to excluded volume interactions with the membrane surface.
Secondly, the chains are moderately acidic and are thus electrostatically
repelled from the acidic membrane. (The loop carries 24 negative and 10
positive residues, implying a net charge of z ¼ 14; roughly randomly
spread along the chain. The corresponding numbers for the tail are 35 and
17, and hence z ¼ 28.) As we shall see in the next section, our calculations
indicate that the electrostatic repulsion is weaker than that due to excluded
volume interactions. They also suggest that these repulsions are not strong
enough to modify the extended and ‘‘ﬂat’’ conﬁgurations of the basic domain
due to its strong electrostatic attraction and hydrophobic binding to the mem-
brane. Consequently, since its ED-bound end resides generally near the
membrane surface, the tail may be regarded as an end-grafted polymer. The
loop is grafted to the membrane at both ends, one connected to the basic
domain and the other—the myristoylated N-terminus—hooked to the mem-
brane’s hydrophobic core.
As in our previous study, we use here an approximate, ‘‘coarse grained’’
model of the protein, treating it as a freely jointed chain of charged, hydro-
phobic, and neutral beads, according to the amino acid sequence; all beads
are of the same diameter d (19,31). The lipid membrane is modeled as a
perfectly ﬂat two-dimensional (2D) hexagonal lattice, with lipid headgroups
occupying all of its lattice sites. Since the distance between nearest neighbor
lipid headgroups is generally comparable to the spacing, d, between amino
acid side chains along the protein backbone, we further simplify the model
and set the minimal interlipid distance equal to d. In the numerical simula-
tions, we use a membrane lattice constant of d ¼ 8.66 A˚ (corresponding
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to a lipid membrane where the area per headgroup is 65 A˚2; see Tzlil and
Ben-Shaul (19) for additional details).
The amino-acid sequence of the central basic domain is shown in Fig. 1.
This sequence as well as those of the long tail and loop chains were taken
from Swiss-Prot database (32). Our MARCKS simulation model accounts in
detail for the position and character (charge and degree of hydrophobicity) of
the amino acids along the ED. It also accounts for the exact positions of the
charged residues along the tail and the loop, but all their other residues (most
of which are alanines and prolines) are modeled as identical, electrically
neutral, beads. Owing to the substantial computational difﬁculty of simu-
lating the interaction among the long (332-segment, heteropolymeric) intact
MARCKS with the three component ﬂuid membrane, we have separately
simulated the conformational statistics andmembrane binding characteristics
of the loop, of the ED, and of the tail. In other words, we have treated the
loop, ED, and tail as noninteracting chains, except for (grafting) boundary
conditions imposed on the tail and the loop, as detailed below. This ap-
proximation is supported by the notion (later conﬁrmed by our simulations)
that the relatively short ED binds strongly, both electrostatically and hy-
drophobically, to the lipid membrane with all its segments lying nearly ﬂat on
its surface. Although linked to the ED, the tail and loop hardly affect the
conformational statistics of the adsorbed ED, or the spatial distribution of the
lipids in its vicinity.
Another difference between our simulations of ED-membrane versus tail-
membrane and loop-membrane simulations involves the treatment of the
lipid membrane. Althoughwe explicitly account for lipids’ mobility and their
redistribution in the membrane upon adsorption of the ED, in simulating the
tail and the loop, we model the membrane as a uniformly charged surface,
with all lipids carrying the same average partial charge. In this approxima-
tion, the tail and the loop experience the same electrostatic potential every-
where across the 2D membrane surface, and their charged residues cannot
induce local changes in lipid composition. This ‘‘uniform membrane ap-
proximation’’ thus sets an upper bound to the electrostatic repulsion energy
between membrane and chains. To asses the importance of this interaction,
we have carried out additional simulations in which all chain segments are
electrically neutral. Detailed results will be given in subsequent sections, yet
we can mention that the neutral and charged chains reveal very similar
behaviors and just a small difference in chain-membrane repulsion energy
(;1 kcal/mole), supporting our approximate treatment of loop-membrane
and tail-membrane interactions.
The boundary conditions imposed on the loop and the tail are: i), The ﬁrst
segment of the loop (corresponding to the myristoylated N-terminus) is al-
ways found at the membrane’s plane. ii), The last (151th) segment of the loop
is kept ﬁxed at the (average) position of the ﬁrst (152th) ED segment, i.e.,
very close to the membrane’s surface. iii), The position of the ﬁrst (177th)
tail’s segment is ﬁxed at the (average) position of the last (176th) ED
residue. As argued above, subject to these boundary conditions, the protein-
membrane binding free energy can be expressed as a sum of three contri-
butions,
DF ¼ DFED1DFloop1DFtail; (1)
with each term representing the difference between the free energy of the
corresponding domain in its adsorbed state and as a free polymer in solution.
Note that DF is essentially ‘‘the standard free energy of adsorption’’, and
thus does not include the loss of translational entropy of the (‘‘united’’)
protein upon binding. The change in translational entropy depends, of
course, on peptide concentration and affects the adsorption isotherms and
related properties; as discussed in the next section.
The tail’s contribution to DF is
DFtail ¼ DEtail  TDStail; (2)
where the ﬁrst term accounts for the electrostatic repulsion from the mem-
brane, whereas the second (and as it turns out, more important) term reﬂects
the loss of conformational entropy experienced by the tail upon grafting its
ﬁrst segment to the membrane. Similarly,
DFloop ¼ DEloop  TDSloop1DEmyr; (3)
involves an electrostatic repulsion term and a conformational entropy loss
term that now accounts for grafting both ends of the loop. The hydrophobic
insertion energy of the myristoylated N-terminal anchor,DEmyr; provides the
largest contribution to the loop’s binding free energy.
The myristoyl insertion free energy has been estimated experimentally as
DFmyr 8 kcal=mole ¼13:5 kBT (3), where kB is Boltzmann’s constant
and T is the absolute temperature. This estimate is based on measurements of
the partitioning of a short end-myristoylated peptide, comprising the ﬁrst 15
groups of the Src protein, between solution and an electrically neutral lipid
membrane. Besides the hydrophobic interaction of the myristoyl chain,
DFmyr includes the loss of conformational freedom experienced by the rest
of the peptide upon adsorption. For a freely jointed chain of length N, the
corresponding entropy loss is estimated theoretically as DS ¼ kBln
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N
p
(33),
so that for the above peptide TDS ¼ 0:5ln15 ¼ 1:35 kBT. We have also
estimated this entropy loss based on our MC simulation scheme and found
TDS ¼ 1:7 kBT. Using this latter estimate, we conclude that DEmyr ¼
13:5 1:7 ¼ 15:2 kBT; and later employ this value in our calculations.
Interaction potentials
The basic residues of the MARCKS-ED peptide (12 lysines, K in Fig. 1, and
one arginine, R) are represented in our model by spherical beads with a unit
positive charge in their center. The tail and the loop are modeled as freely
FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of an
adsorbed MARCKS protein. Circles enclosing
the1 symbol and open circles denote basic and
electrically neutral amino acids, respectively.
The hydrophobic phenyl groups that tend to
insert into the membrane’s hydrophobic core
are represented by hexagons. Also illustrated
are neutral and several acidic lipid headgroups,
represented by circles enclosing one (e.g., mono-
valent PS) or four (tetravalent PIP2) negative
charges. The amino acid sequence of the basic
domain is shown explicitly. For the long tail and
loop sequences (not shown) see, e.g., Swiss-
Prot database (32).
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jointed chains of beads (all of diameter d), carrying acidic, basic, and neutral
residues, as dictated by the known amino acid sequences of these chains. For
comparison, we have also calculated the energetic and conformational
properties of equally long tail and loop chains comprising only neutral beads.
Upon adsorption, MARCKS-ED acquires an extended conformation and
the binding is enhanced by the insertion of the ﬁve phenylalanines (F) into the
membrane’s hydrophobic core (31). These residues are represented by
spherical beads that can partly penetrate the hydrophobic core. A similar
model is used for the more weakly binding leucine (L) residue. In certain
control experiments, the phenylalanines of MARCKS-ED were substituted
by alanines (A); the corresponding peptide is known as MARCKS-FA-ED.
The experiments showed that this substitution reduces substantially the ex-
tent of PIP2 sequestration. To compare our simulations to these experiments,
we shall model this peptide using a weaker hydrophobic interaction potential,
as detailed below.
As noted earlier, MARCKS detaches from the membrane upon phos-
phorylation of three serine (S) groups residing in its ED, reducing its net
charge from 113 to 17. We shall model the phosphorylated state of
MARCKS-ED by assigning a charge of z ¼ 2 to the three serine residues
located in the centers of the corresponding beads. We now turn to a more
detailed description of the various potentials used.
Excluded volume interactions
There are no restrictions in our model on the angles between successive
bonds along the polymers representing the three protein domains, but we do
account for excluded volume interactions between (all pairs of) nonbonded
chain segments. This short-ranged repulsion is modeled using the truncated
and shifted Lennard-Jones potential:
uLJðrÞ ¼ 4e½ðs=rÞ
12  ðs=rÞ61 e if r$ 21=6s
0 if r# 2
1=6
s
:

(4)
We set 21=6s ¼ d and e ¼ 0:1 kBT; thus ensuring the onset of steep repulsion
as soon as r falls below d (34).
The membrane surface is treated as an impenetrable wall to all the polar
protein groups, implying a minimal distance of d/2 between polymer and
lipid charges. The (centers of the) hydrophobic residues (Phe, Ala, and Leu)
are allowed to penetrate the membrane interface down to z ¼ 0; as described
below.
Electrostatic interactions
The charged amino acids are treated as spherical beads with point charges
residing in their centers. Similarly, the charged lipids are treated as disks
bearing point charges at their centers. Although the charged residues of
MARCKS-ED are always located in the aqueous region, they generally re-
side very near the membrane-water interface. This is due to the electrostatic
attraction of the basic residues to acidic membrane lipids, as well as to their
pulling toward themembrane by themembrane-inserted phenylalanines (31).
To account for the proximity of the protein charges to the membrane-
water interface, we use here a recent extension of Debye-Hu¨ckel (DH) theory
due to Netz (35), in which the presence of a dielectric discontinuity is ex-
plicitly taken into account. Closed-form expressions for the modiﬁed DH
potentials are available for geometries such as the membrane-water interface
in which the dielectric constant on one side of the boundary (i.e., the hy-
drophobic membrane core) is negligible compared to that of the other side
(the aqueous solution). The interaction potential between two ionic charges
q and q9 at distance r apart, located at distances z and z9; respectively, from
the interface is then given by (35)
uDHðr; z; z9Þ ¼ qq9lBe
kr
r
1 qq9lB
e
k
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r
214zz9
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r21 4zz9
p : (5)
In Eq. 5 and hereafter, unless otherwise speciﬁed, the interaction potentials
and all other energies are measured in units of kBT; and distances will be
measured in units of d. lB ¼ e2=ekBT is the Bjerrum length where e is the
elementary charge and e is the dielectric constant of water, and k1 is the
Debye screening length. In all calculations, we use lB ¼ 7.14 A˚, appropriate
for water at room temperature, and k1 ¼ 10 A˚, which corresponds to typical
physiological conditions (monovalent ionic strength of;0.1 M). Notice that
at the interfaceðz ¼ z9 ¼ 0Þ; the interaction becomes twice as large as the
interaction with no dielectric boundary. We shall use Eq. 5 for all relevant
electrostatic interactions, i.e., between protein charges, membrane charges
and membrane-protein charges.
We also account for the effect of a nearby dielectric boundary on the Born
self-energy, (assuming, as in Eq. 5, that the dielectric constant within the
membrane is negligible compared to that of water). Explicitly, the charging
energy of an ion of charge q located at a distance z from the membrane,
relative to its value in solution, is given by (35)
uselfDHðzÞ ¼
q
2
2
lB
e
2kz
2z
: (6)
Note that this excess Born energy implies an effective repulsion of the ionic
charges from the membrane.
The assumption underlying Eqs. 5 and 6, that a sharp boundary separates
the high (water) and low (hydrocarbon membrane core) dielectric media, is,
of course, an approximation. The hydrocarbon-water interface, containing
the various lipid headgroups, is of nonzero thickness and its ‘‘effective’’
dielectric constant is intermediate between those of water (;80) and of the
membrane interior (;2). Furthermore, it is inhomogeneous and depends on
lipid composition. In using Eqs. 5 and 6, we assume that the effect of this
narrow interfacial shell on electrostatic interactions in the aqueous region is
small compared to those implied by the presence of an inﬁnite low dielectric
medium beyond the interface boundary.
Hydrophobic interactions
Our model allows the hydrophobic residues to partly penetrate into the
membrane’s hydrophobic core. To this end, we use simpliﬁed square-well-
like potentials for all hydrophobic residues. We determine their depth,Dh; so
as to reproduce the molar partition coefﬁcient of the relevant amino acid, as
measured by Wimley and White (for speciﬁc peptides interacting with
neutral membranes) (36). Explicitly, the hydrophobic amino acids are al-
lowed to insert down to distance d=2 ’ 4.3 A˚, (corresponding, roughly, to
the size of a phenyl group), and their interaction potential with the membrane
is given by
uhðzÞ ¼
N z, 0
Dh 0# z# d=2
0 z. d=2
:
8<
: (7)
Using our simulation scheme to model the partition coefﬁcients of the
peptides studied by Wimley and White (36), we derived the following well
depth values: Dh;leu ¼ 2:4 kBT; Dh;ala ¼ 0:7 kBT; and Dh;phe ¼ 3:5 kBT. Ad-
ditional details are given in Appendix A.
It should be noted that we neglect hydrophobic interactions due to the
membrane penetration of hydrophobic residues in the loop and tail regions,
because neither region contains an appreciable local density of hydrophobic
residues, and because entropic and electrostatic repulsions are expected to
outweigh any potential hydrophobic contributions.
Thermodynamic and structural properties
From the simulations, we derive both structural characteristics of the protein-
membrane system, e.g., dimensions of the adsorbed protein and thermody-
namic properties such as adsorption free energies and their various components.
The theoretical-computational background underlying these calculations
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has been described in our earlier work (19). Skipping most details of the
computational algorithm, we brieﬂy outline below the basic physical as-
sumptions of our thermodynamic model and the procedures used to derive
structural and thermodynamic averages of interest.
Thermodynamic model
We ﬁnd it computationally convenient to classify the (numerous) conﬁgu-
rations of the macromolecule-membrane system according to the position of
a particular polymer segment (or, alternatively, the center of mass) from the
membrane plane. Quite arbitrarily, we have chosen to classify these con-
ﬁgurations according to the distance, z1; of the ﬁrst (equivalently, the last)
polymer segment from the membrane. We use
qðz1Þ ¼ +
m;a
exp½Uðm;ajz1Þ (8)
to denote the partition function of an adsorbed macromolecule with a given
z1; where Uðm;ajz1Þ ¼ UðmÞ1Uðajm; z1Þ is the potential energy corre-
sponding to a speciﬁc membrane-polymer conﬁguration;Uðajm; z1Þ denotes
the energy of a polymer in conformation a; whose ﬁrst segment is ﬁxed at
distance z1 from the membrane plane, interacting with a membrane in a given
lipid conﬁguration m. Uðajm; z1Þ includes the self-energy of the polymer
(i.e., the sum of its intersegment potentials), as well as its interaction energy
with the membrane. UðmÞ is the interlipid interaction energy.
All simulations involving the MARCKS-ED peptide refer to its adsorp-
tion on mixed ‘‘ﬂuid’’ (as opposed to ‘‘frozen’’) membranes. The various
lipid species comprising a ﬂuid membrane are laterally mobile and can thus
adjust their local composition in response to interactions with peripheral
molecules. In particular, the highly basic MARCKS-ED is expected to se-
quester acidic lipids, especially PIP2 molecules, localizing them to its im-
mediate vicinity. On the other hand, as noted above, the electrostatic
interaction of the (very long and sparsely charged) tail and loop chains with
the membrane is rather weak. Consequently, their tendency to modify the 2D
distribution of the acidic lipids is much weaker. Thus, in simulating their
interaction with the membrane surface, we use a simpler, ‘‘uniform mem-
brane’’ model, whereby the total membrane charge is evenly shared among
all its constituent lipids, corresponding essentially to a homogeneously
charged planar surface with a uniform surface potential. Note that the uni-
form membrane involves only one lipid conﬁguration and the sum over m in
Eq. 8 is, of course, redundant. It should be understood that all the forth-
coming equations that involve summation over m refer to ﬂuid membranes;
the uniform membrane may be regarded as a (degenerate) special case.
We use lto denote the thickness of the adsorbed layer, deﬁned here as the
distance ðz1.lÞ from the membrane surface beyond which DF practically
vanishes. (Alternative deﬁnitions can be given, e.g., in terms of the surface
excess (19).) The average partition function of an adsorbed macromolecule
is thus
q
ð1Þ ¼ ð1=lÞ
Z l
0
qðz1Þdz1: (9)
For z1. l; the polymer no longer interacts with the membrane, and hence
Uðm;ajz1Þ ¼ UðmÞ1UðaÞ. In this limit qðz1.lÞ ¼ qðNÞ ¼ qð0Þqb;where
q
ð0Þ ¼ +
m
exp½UðmÞ (10)
is the partition function of the free membrane, and
qb ¼ +
a
exp½UðaÞ (11)
is the conformational partition function of the macromolecule (with its ﬁrst
segment ﬁxed at some arbitrary point) in the bulk solution.
The thermodynamics of protein adsorption on a ﬂuid membrane is ade-
quately described in terms of a simple lattice model, as follows. The lipid
membrane, of total area A, is regarded as a 2D array of M ¼ A=a noninter-
acting cells, all of the same area, a; and of the same lipid composition, each
cell capable of accommodating one adsorbed macromolecule. We may also
assign a volume to these adsorption cells, n ¼ al; wherel is the thickness
of the surface layer. The membrane is in equilibrium with a bulk solution of
volume V containingNP macromolecules. Consistent with modeling the
surface layer as a 2D lattice, we treat the bulk solution as a three-dimensional
array of V=n cells. Assuming dilute solution behavior, the chemical potential
of the macromolecules is then given by m ¼ lnqb1 lnu; where u ¼
NPn=V is the volume fraction of macromolecules in solution.
Treating the membrane as an open system with respect to macromole-
cule exchange, the grand-canonical partition function of our model system
above is
Jf ¼ ðjÞM ¼ ½qð0Þ1 gqð1ÞM; (12)
where g ¼ u=qb ¼ expðmÞ is the absolute activity, and j ¼ qð0Þ1gqð1Þ is
the two-state (empty and occupied) partition function of one membrane cell.
Using NLP to denote the number of adsorbed macromolecules, the fraction of
occupied cells (or the ‘‘surface coverage’’) is u ¼ NLP=M ¼ NLPða=AÞ.
From the thermodynamic relationship NLP ¼ @lnJ=@m ¼ @lnJ=@lng; it
then follows that u ¼ gqð1Þ=j; yielding the Langmuir-like adsorption iso-
therm
u
1 u ¼
gq
ð1Þ
qð0Þ
¼ u q
ð1Þ
qbq
ð0Þ ¼ ueDF; (13)
where
DF ¼ lnðqð1Þ=qbqð0ÞÞ (14)
is the adsorption free energy, per macromolecule.
From the MC simulations we derive qb; q
ð0Þ; and all the qðz1Þ values,
using which we calculate qð1Þ (Eq. 9) and the adsorption free energy DF (Eq.
14). Similarly, the statistical average, ÆAæ; of any thermodynamic or structural
property of the adsorbed macromolecule can be calculated using
ÆAæ ¼
Z l
0
qðz1ÞÆAðz1Þædz1
Z l
0
qðz1Þdz1: (15)
Partition coefﬁcients
The adsorption-free energies derived from the simulations can be related to
experimentally measurable molar partition coefﬁcients, Ka ¼ ½LP=½L½P;
where [LP], [L] and [P] are, respectively, the concentrations of lipid-protein
complexes (i.e., adsorbed proteins), total lipid, and free protein in solution.
Expressing these concentrations in terms of the number of molecules (NLP;
etc.), we have
½LP[NLP=V; ½P[NP=V ¼ u=n; ½L[NL=V ¼ ðA=aLÞ=V;
(16)
where aL (typically ;65 A˚
2) is the average cross-sectional area per lipid
headgroup. For low concentrations of proteins in solution (u ¼ NPn=V  1),
and correspondingly small values of membrane coverage (u ¼ NLPa=
NLaL  1), Eq. 13 yields u ¼ uexpðDFÞ; and hence
Ka ¼ ½LP½L½P ¼ laL
q
ð1Þ
f
qbq
ð0Þ ¼ laLeDF: (17)
To compare our calculations with experimentally determined Ka values, we
note that DF is measured here in kBT values, and that laL is a molecular
volume, (e.g., for a typical membrane layer thickness of l ¼ 10 d ¼ 86:6 A˚
and lipid area of 65 A˚2, we have laL ’ 5630 A˚3). Experimentally measured
DF values are generally expressed in kcal/mole (1 kcal/mole’ 0:6 kBT at
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room temperature), and the concentrations, e.g., [P], in moles per liter, so that
the units of Ka are ½M1. For the representative value of laL above, we ﬁnd
Kað½M1Þ ¼ 3:393 expðDF ðkcal=moleÞ=0:6Þ.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Several series of MC simulations were carried out for
MARCKS, its MARCKS-FA mutant (where the ﬁve phenyl-
alanines of the ED are replaced by alanines) and their phos-
phorylated isomers (where the net charge on the ED is 17
rather than 113). Results are presented for the MARCKS-
ED peptide as well as for the intact MARCKS. Focusing
mainly on the role of PIP2 lipids in MARCKS-membrane
interaction, we have chosen three representative membrane
compositions:
i. A binary, PC:PS ¼ 90:10, membrane containing 90%
neutral (e.g., phosphatydylcholine, PC) lipids and 10%
monovalent acidic (e.g., PS) lipids. (Typical concentra-
tions of PS in biomembranes are 10–30%).
ii. A ternary membrane, PC:PS:PIP2 ¼ 89:10:1, containing
neutral, monovalent, and 1% tetravalent PIP2 lipids,
corresponding to typical physiological concentrations.
iii. A PC:PIP2 ¼ 99:1 membrane, which contains 1% PIP2
lipids but no PS. This last case is of interest for com-
parative purposes, as well as because it has been studied
experimentally as a special model system.
All simulations were carried out for a single protein do-
main (the effector domain, the tail or the loop) interacting
with a 50 3 50 hexagonal membrane cell, with periodic
boundary conditions. This membrane cell is large enough to
accommodate each of the adsorbed macromolecules studied.
(Note that the spatial dimensions of the tail and the loop are
;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
150
p
, 12; ED is, of course, smaller.) In all cases, the
simulations ran over no less than 1 million MC steps, thus
ensuring good convergence of the binding free energies and
their components. More speciﬁcally, this ensured conver-
gence to within a fraction of a percent for the PS containing
membranes, and to within about 1% for the PC:PIP2 ¼ 99:1
membrane. As explained in the previous section, thermody-
namic and structural data (for MARCKS-ED and its isomers)
were calculated by integrating the results of simulations
corresponding to different values of z1; with z1 sampled in
steps of Dz1 ¼ d=2.
Structural properties
Fig. 2 shows two typical simulation snapshots of MARCKS-
ED adsorbed on a ﬂuid membrane, exhibiting its tendency to
stretch along the membrane surface, with the phenyl side
chains inserted into the hydrophobic core. Also apparent is
the localization of PIP2 lipids to the vicinity of the adsorbed
peptide. Not entirely obvious from the two snapshots de-
picted in Fig. 2, but clearly revealed by our quantitative
calculations (as described in more detail below), is that the
presence of monovalent PS lipids in the membrane hardly
affects the sequestration of PIP2. To demonstrate the role
of the phenyl residues in stretching MARCKS-ED parallel
to the membrane plane, we show in Fig. 3 the distribu-
tion,PðzÞ; of chain segments along the membrane normal, for
MARCKS-ED and MARCKS-FA-ED in their adsorbed
state. This distribution is calculated using
PðzÞ ¼
Z l
0
qðz1Þnðzjz1Þdz1

N
Z l
0
qðz1Þdz1; (18)
where nðzjz1Þdz is the average number of polymer segments
located between z and z1 dz; given that the ﬁrst segment is
ﬁxed at z1; N ¼
RN
0
nðzjz1Þdz is the total number of polymer
segments (19). The ﬁgure shows very clearly that owing to
the anchored phenyl groups, MARCKS-ED lies ﬂat on the
membrane, whereas the less hydrophobic peptideMARCKS-
FA-ED extends signiﬁcantly toward the aqueous medium.
Lipid redistribution
Let ciðrÞ denote the local concentration of lipid species i, at
distance r from the center of the polymer’s adsorption zone,
i.e., from the projection of the average center of mass position
onto the membrane plane. The (differential) enrichment
factor of lipid species i is deﬁned as the ratio ciðrÞ=cðiÞ0 be-
tween its local concentration and its average membrane
concentration c
ðiÞ
0 ; reﬂecting the extent to which the adsorbed
protein sequesters the lipid i (19,37). In Fig. 4, we show the
enrichment factor of i¼ PS and PIP2 lipids forMARCKS-ED
and MARCKS-FA-ED and their phosphorylated isomers,
when adsorbed on any of the three types of membranes
considered here. We note that the concentration of PIP2
within the interaction zone (extending from r¼ 0 to r; 6) is
signiﬁcantly higher than its average membrane value. On the
FIGURE 2 Typical simulation snapshots of
MARCKS-ED adsorbed on a PC:PIP2 ¼ 99:1
membrane (a), and on a PC:PS:PIP2 ¼ 89:10:1
membrane (b). Red and green spheres represent
positively charged and neutral amino acids,
respectively. Purple beads denote the hydropho-
bic phenylalanines. PIP2, PS, and PC lipids are
represented by blue, yellow, and white spheres,
respectively. Notice the insertion of the phenyl
groups into the lipid membrane and the locali-
zation of PIP2 lipids to the polymer vicinity.
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other hand, PS enrichment is negligible in all cases. A de-
tailed explanation to this behavior was given in our previous
work (19). Qualitatively, the difference is due to the fact that
the mixing entropy loss associated with the transfer of four
PS lipids from the bulk of the membrane into the interaction
zone is much larger than the demixing entropy penalty in-
ﬂicted by the transfer of one tetravalent PIP2 molecule. The
contribution of both processes to electrical neutrality is, of
course, the same. Interestingly, a very recent theoretical
study, dealing with the lateral diffusion of charged basic
peptides (e.g., MARCKS-ED) on a mixed lipid membrane
containing oppositely charged mono- and multivalent lipids
arrives at similar conclusions, though from a different—
kinetic—viewpoint (38). Explicitly, this dynamic mean-ﬁeld
study indicates that the peptide sequesters and strongly binds
the multivalent lipids, diffusing with those ‘‘bound lipids’’
as an ‘‘inseparable’’ cluster. The monovalent lipids, on the
other hand, bind only weakly and transiently, and cannot
follow the motion of the cluster. Their lateral distribution in
the membrane is thus barely affected by the adsorbed protein,
consistent with our observation regarding the enrichment
factor of mono- versus multivalent lipids (Fig. 4). It should
be stressed, however, that highly charged macromolecules
adsorbed on moderately (oppositely) charged membranes
can induce substantial modulations of lipid charge, even
if the constituent lipids are monovalent; see, e.g., Harries
et al. (22).
The average number of PIP2 molecules within the inter-
action region is given by nPIP2 ¼
R
cPIP2ðrÞ2prdr. Integrat-
ing over the local PIP2 concentration we ﬁnd that nPIP2 ﬃ 4
PIP2 lipids are sequestered per one adsorbed MARCKS-ED
peptide, comparable to the values known from experiment
(9,39). The calculated enrichment factor for the MARCKS-
FA-ED peptide is somewhat smaller, ;3 PIP2 per adsorbed
peptide. Note, however, that we also ﬁnd a lower binding free
energy for MARCKS-FA-ED as compared to MARCKS-
ED, resulting (for the same bulk concentrations) in a smaller
number of adsorbed peptides (see below).
Fig. 5 shows rðrÞ; the radial distribution of MARCKS-ED
segments. As expected, the lateral dimensions of the polymer
(rmax ; 6) correlate closely with the dimensions of the region
enriched by charged acidic lipids. We also note that the extent
of this region is not affected by phosphorylation, which is not
surprising because phosphorylation dramatically reduces the
number of adsorbed peptides (see below), but hardly affects
FIGURE 3 Segment distribution along the membrane normal of adsorbed
MARCKS-ED (left) and MARCKS-FA-ED (right), as a function of the
distance z (in units of d) from the membrane surface. The solid and dashed
curves correspond, respectively, to the nonphosphorylated and phophory-
lated isomers. All results are for the PC:PIP2 ¼ 99:1 membrane. (Similar
results were obtained for the PC:PS:PIP2 ¼ 89:10:1 membrane.)
FIGURE 4 Enrichment factor of charged lipids as a function of the radial
distance from the (membrane projection of the) protein’s center of mass.
Results are shown for MARCKS-ED (a and c) and MARKCS-FA-ED
(b and d) adsorbed on the PC:PS:PIP2 ¼ 89:10:1 membrane (a and b), and
the PC:PS ¼ 90:10 and PC:PIP2 ¼ 99:1 membranes (c and d). The arrows
indicate the lipid species enriched and the type of membrane considered; e.g.,
‘‘PC:PS (PS)’’ labels the enrichment of PS lipids in the PC:PS ¼ 90:10
membrane. The solid and dashed (PIP2) curves correspond to the non-
phosphorylated and phophorylated isomers, respectively. The dashed-dotted
and dotted curves correspond to the (minor) enrichment of PS by these isomers.
FIGURE 5 Surface density of chain segments as a function of the radial
distance from the protein’s center of mass. The solid and dashed curves
correspond to the nonphosphorylated and phosphorylated MARCKS-ED
isomers, respectively. Results are shown only for the PC:PS:PIP2 ¼ 89:10:1
membrane. Similar results were obtained for the other membranes.
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the dimensions of those which remain bound to the mem-
brane.
In Fig. 6, we show a typical spatial conﬁguration of the
intact MARCKS on the lipid membrane. The snapshot is, in
fact, a superposition of three separate snapshots, corre-
sponding to the ED, tail, and loop domains, tailored together
at their appropriate boundaries. In this particular case, the tail
and loop were modeled as neutral chains, yet it should be
noted that charged chain conﬁgurations appear very similar.
The similar conﬁgurational statistics of the charged and
neutral chains are in line with the notion above that mem-
brane-chain repulsion is primarily due to excluded volume
(rather than electrostatic) interactions.
Binding free energies
In this section, we present the calculated binding free ener-
gies of MARCKS, MARCKS-ED, and their FA mutants,
both before and after phosphorylation, all for our three rep-
resentative membrane compositions. The major results are
summarized in Table 1, which lists also the relevant energetic
and entropic contributions to the DF values. Comparisons
with some available experimental results are presented and
analyzed.
As argued with regard to Eq. 1, expressing DF as a sum of
contributions arising from the loop, tail, and effector domains
is generally a good approximation. By adopting this scheme,
we cannot examine possible intramolecular interactions be-
tween the different MARCKS domains, as suggested by
some authors (40). Also, this approximation might be less
appropriate for strongly acidic membranes, in which case the
moderately acidic tail and loop chains may experience strong
electrostatic repulsion from the membrane, which, in turn,
could (‘‘nonadditively’’) interfere with the conﬁgurational
and energetic behavior of the basic domain. However, for the
physiologically relevant membrane compositions of interest
here, our calculations suggest that such coupling between
the ED and the two ﬂexible chains is quite unlikely. Good
qualitative and reasonable quantitative agreement between
the predictions of our simulations and available experimental
results provides additional support to the validity of Eq. 1. To
substantiate these remarks, we begin our analysis with the
loop and tail free energies. Recall that we simulate their ad-
sorption using the uniformly charged membrane model, and
that the ﬁrst tail segment and both ends of the loop are
grafted to the membrane. More precisely, being chemically
connected to the ED, the ﬁrst segment of the tail (residue 177
of MARCKS) is kept ﬁxed at distance d from the membrane,
which corresponds to the average position ÆzED25 æ  d; of the
last ED segment (residue 176) . A similar boundary condition
is imposed on the last segment of the loop; its ﬁrst segment is
bound to the membrane through the myristoyl anchor.
Tail and loop contributions
In the Theory section, we have estimated the myristoyl in-
sertion energy as DEmyr ¼ 15:2 kBT ¼ 9:1 kcal=mole;
providing a substantial contribution to the binding energy of
the intact protein. Opposite contributions to the binding free
energy arise from the repulsive, excluded volume and elec-
trostatic, interactions of the tail and loop chains with the
membrane. Our simulations show that their sum, DEelectail1loop 
TðDStail1DSloopÞ; is typically approximately equal toDEmyr, thus largely reducing the overall contribution,
DFtail1loop ¼ DEmyr1DEelectail1loop  TðDStail1DSloopÞ; of the tail
and loop domains to the binding free energy; e.g., for the
(relatively strongly charged) PC:PS:PIP2¼ 89:10:1membrane
we foundDEelectail1loop  TðDStail1DSloopÞ ¼ 7:5 kcal=mole; and
hence DFtail1loop ¼ 9:11 7:5 ¼ 1:6 kcal=mole.
Table 1 reveals that DEelectail1loop  TðDStail1DSloopÞ ¼
DFtail1loop  DEmyr is rather similar for the three types of
membranes, even though their average charges are quite
different. This implies that the contribution to tail and loop
repulsion associated with the loss of conﬁgurational chain
entropy, (TðDStail1DSloopÞ), is considerably larger than
that due to direct electrostatic repulsion (DEelectail1loop ). This
conclusion is further supported by our additional simulations
in which all tail and loop segments were modeled as being
electrically neutral, in which case DEelectail1loop [ 0. Here, for
all membranes, we found TðDStail1DSloopÞ ¼ 5.7 kcal/mole,
yielding DFtail1loop ¼ T(DStail 1 DSloop)  DEmyr ¼ 5.7 
9.1 ¼ 3.4 kcal/mole, only 1.8 kcal/mole smaller than its
value (1.6 kcal/mole) for the strongly charged membrane
(see Table 1). The difference between these two values rep-
resents the direct electrostatic repulsion energy of (both) the
tail and the loop from the membrane, indicating that its
contribution to DF is indeed small. This justiﬁes the as-
sumption embodied in Eq. 1 regarding the additive contri-
butions to DF of the three protein domains.
FIGURE 6 Typical snapshot of the MARCKS protein model, demonstrat-
ing the extended conﬁgurations of the long ‘‘tail’’ and ‘‘loop’’ domains, as
distinguished from the membrane bound central basic domain. Green and red
spheres represent here neutral and positively charged amino acids, respec-
tively. The myristoyl anchor is represented by a yellow sphere. PIP2, PS, and
PC lipids are represented by blue, purple, and white spheres, respectively. (In
this particular snapshot, the tail and loop chains are electrically neutral.
Charged chain conﬁgurations appear similarly extended.)
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A noteworthy result of the simulations is that for the
electrically neutral chains,DSloop  3DStail;which is not very
surprising considering that the tail is grafted to the membrane
at one end whereas the loop is grafted at both ends. Inter-
estingly, the value derived from the simulations, TDStail 
ð5:7=4Þ kcal=mole=0:6 ¼ 2:4 kBT; agrees nearly perfectly
with the theoretical estimate (33) for the entropy loss of an
end grafted chain of lengthN ¼ 156;DS¼ kBln
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N
p ’ 2:5 kB.
Experiment versus simulation
From Table 1, it is apparent that for the nonphosphorylated
protein on the PC/PS/PIP2 and PC/PIP2 membranes
DFtail1loopð;2 kcal=moleÞ is considerably smaller thanDFED;
the binding free energy of MARCKS-ED, which implies that
DFED  DF. In other words, for these protein-membrane
systems, the binding free energy of the intact MARCKS and
the MARCKS-ED peptide are of similar magnitudes, within
1 2 kcal=mole of each other. This ﬁnding agrees reasonably
well with experimental measurements of Ka; the partition
coefﬁcients of the peptide and protein between solution and a
PC:PS ¼ 90:10 membrane. Speciﬁcally, it was found that
Ka  63 103M1 forMARCKS-ED (41), andKa  104 M1
for the intact MARCKS (42), implying DFðMARCKSÞ 
DFðMARCKS-EDÞ  0:3 kcal=mole.
Partition coefﬁcients of MARCKS and MARCKS-ED
were also measured (using different methods (41,42)) for
several other PC:PS membrane compositions. One intriguing
ﬁnding is that upon increasing [PS] from 10% to 20%, the
binding constant of MARCKS-ED increases ;1000-fold
(reﬂecting the stronger attraction of its basic residues to the
membrane), whereas the corresponding increase in MARCKS
binding is only ;10-fold. The more moderate enhancement
of MARCKS binding may be attributed to the concomitant
increase in the electrostatic repulsion of the tail and loop
chains from the membrane (S. McLaughlin, Stony Brook
University, personal communication, 2007). We have not
carried out systematic simulations of PC/PS membranes and
thus cannot test this behavior quantitatively.
Our calculations may be compared to binding measure-
ments of MARCKS and MARCKS-ED to electrically neutral
membranes, which yielded Ka ¼ 2.6 3 103 M1 (or DF ¼
4:7 kcal=mole) (42) and Ka  50M1 (DF  2:3 kcal=
mole) (41), respectively. The difference, D(DF) ¼ 4.7 
(2.3) ¼ 2:4 kcal=mole; may be interpreted as the binding
free energy of the tail and loop domains to the neutral mem-
brane. Our simulations of the electrically neutral tail and loop
(whose interactions with charged and neutral membranes are no
different) yield a comparable value:DFtail1loop ¼3:4 kcal=mole.
In Table 1, we also report our estimates, based on Eq. 17,
for the molar partition coefﬁcients, Ka ¼ ½LP=½L½P; of the
MARCKS-ED peptide, its FA mutant, and their phosphory-
lated isomers. (In all cases aL ¼ 65 A˚2, with lin the range 5 d–
15 d, depending on the systemmodeled, so thatKEDa ð½M1Þ ¼
3.39(l/10 d) 3 expðDFEDðkcal=moleÞ=0:6Þ.) These values
may be compared to experimental results obtained for similar
systems, as shown for several cases in Table 2.
TABLE 1 Adsorption free energies and their various components, for MARCKS-ED, MARCKS-FA, and their phosphorylated (‘‘Phos’’)
isomers on PC:PS:PIP2 ¼ 89:10:1, 90:10:0, and ¼ 99:0:1 membranes
PC:PS:PIP2 ¼ 89:10:1 PC:PIP2 ¼ 99: 1 PC:PS ¼ 90:10
Nonphos Phos Nonphos Phos Nonphos Phos
MARCKS DF 9.1 5.3 7.2 4.8 4.3 2.7
DFED 7.5 3.7 4.6 2.2 2.7 1.1
DEED 25.5 18.0 24.4 14.5 12.5 6.7
TDSED 18 14.3 19.8 12.3 9.8 5.5
KEDa ½M1 2 3 106 3 3 103 2 3 104 2 3 102 4 3 102 3 3 101
DFtail1loop 1.6 (3.4) 1.6(3.4) 2.6 (3.4) 2.6(3.4) 1.6 (3.4) 1.6(3.4)
DEelecð1LeuÞ 17.3 12.9 16.8 9.3 5.8 2.7
DEBorn 0.4 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.4
DEPhe 8.6 5.9 8.1 5.8 7.0 4.4
nPIP2 3.65 2.97 4.45 2.8 0 0
MARCKS-FA DF 5.4 3.4 3.8 3.3 2.5 2.0
DFED 3.8 1.8 1.2 0.7 0.9 0.4
DEED 15.0 8.8 9.5 5.8 2.6 1.2
TDSED 11.2 7.0 8.3 5.1 1.7 0.8
KEDa ½M1 4 3 103 1 3 102 4 3 101 1 3 101 8 4
DFtail1loop 1.6 (3.4) 1.6(3.4) 2.6 (3.4) 2.6 (3.4) 1.6 (3.4) 1.6(3.4)
DEelecð1LeuÞ 15.1 9.0 9.6 6.0 2.6 1.3
DEBorn 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1
DEAla 0.3 0.05 0.2 0.05 0.1 0.01
nPIP2 3.08 2.63 3.5 2.5 0 0
DEPhe and DEAla are the contributions due to the hydrophobic insertion of (all) the phenylalanine and alanine residues, respectively. DEBorn is the Born self-
energy and DEelec ¼ DE DEPhe=Ala  DEBorn is the electrostatic contribution to the binding. (The small contribution of the single leucine residue is not
included in the Phe/Ala contribution but rather added to the electrostatic energy). nPIP2 is the number of PIP2 lipids sequestered into the adsorption region. The
number in parenthesis (3.4) for DFtail1loop is the value obtained for electrically neutral tail and loop chains. All energies in kcal/mole.
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Electrostatic-hydrophobic coupling
We close this section with a few comments on the insertion
energies of the hydrophobic ED residues, aiming to highlight
certain aspects of their coupling to electrostatic effects. The
difference in adsorption free energy upon replacing a phenyl-
alanine group of a short, uncharged peptide by alanine was
determined experimentally as 1.3 kcal/mole (36) (see Ap-
pendix A). On the other hand, the ratio between the parti-
tioning of MARCKS-ED and MARCKS-FA-ED to PC/PS¼
10:1 membranes was found to range between 6 and 10, im-
plying a difference of 0.22–0.27 kcal/mole in the binding free
energy per residue (43,44). For a different membrane, PC/
PIP2¼ 99:1, this ratio was found to be 300, corresponding to
a free energy difference of 0.7 kcal/mole per residue (45).
From our calculations, as given in Table 1, we conclude that
the difference in the binding energy per residue, DðDFÞ ¼
ðDFMARCKS-ED  DFMARCKS-FA-EDÞ=5; ranges between 0.36
and 0.74 kcal/mole, comparable to the experimental results.
The difference between the measurements involving the
short hydrophobic peptides and those for MARCKS-EDmay
be attributed to the different ‘‘environments’’ surrounding
the phenylalanine residues in the two types of peptides, as
well as to their different sizes. This explanation is supported
by the fact that our calculated values of DðDFÞ above, which
agree with the measured values for the MARCKS peptides
(43,44), were derived using hydrophobic insertion potentials
based on measurements involving the short hydrophobic
peptides (36), (Appendix A). Qualitatively, the apparent
discrepancy above between the two experimental values of
DðDFÞ can be explained as being due to the presence of
charged amino acids (which tend to avoid the hydrophobic
core) around the phenyl groups. The charged groups are
‘‘repelled’’ from the membrane surface due to their unfa-
vorable Born energy, thus diminishing the ability of the
phenyl groups to insert into the hydrophobic core. On the
other hand, the inserted phenyl groups pull the charged amino
acids of MARCKS-ED toward the membrane and hence to
oppositely charged lipids, resulting in a larger contribution to
the adsorption free energy as compared to MARCKS-FA-ED
(shown in Table 1).
Adsorption isotherms—‘‘electrostatic-switching’’
Experiments reveal that under typical physiological con-
ditions (bulk concentration of ;1 mM), MARCKS-ED efﬁ-
ciently inhibits PIP2 hydrolysis by phospholipase C (10,45),
indicating that all PIP2 lipids are bound. After phosphoryla-
tion, whereby the net charge on the ED drops from 113 to
17, the peptide desorbs, exposing the PIP2 molecules to
enzymatic reactions. Our goal in this section is to examine
this behavior based on the DF values reported in Table 1. To
this end, we use the Langmuir adsorption isotherm, Eq. 13,
but with a minor redeﬁnition of u. Namely, because we are
primarily interested here in PIP2-containing membranes, we
now use u to denote the fraction of protein-bound PIP2
molecules. More precisely, u is calculated as the ratio
nPIP2ð½P=ð½PIP2Þ; where ½P and ½PIP2 are the surface
concentrations of membrane bound proteins and PIP2 lipids,
respectively. Interpreting nPIP2as the number of PIP2 lipids
sequestered and bound by one membrane adsorbed protein
(or peptide), then u ¼ 1 means that all such lipids are protein
bound (possibly shielded from enzymatic attack). In the
calculations reported below, we have used nPIP2 ¼ 3. More
details on the calculation are given in Appendix B.
To calculate u as a function of the equilibrium volume
fraction (bulk concentration) of proteins, u; we rewrite Eq.
13 in the form
u ¼ ue
DF
11ueDF
(19)
and calculate the adsorption isotherms using the binding free
energies from Table 1. (The relationship between the volume
fraction and the molar concentration is given in Appendix B).
Adsorption isotherms for representative cases involving
MARCKS, MARCKS-FA, MARCKS-ED, MARCKS-FA-
ED, and their phosphorylated isomers are shown in Fig. 7. In
addition to the two PIP2-containing membranes, adsorption
isotherms are also shown for the PC:PS ¼ 90:10 membrane,
in which case u in Eq. 19 is simply the fraction of membrane
area covered by adsorbed proteins.
For all membranes considered in Fig. 7, the intact proteins
adsorb more strongly than the corresponding ED peptides,
owing to their larger binding energies. We also note, as ex-
pected, that phosphorylation greatly weakens the binding.
Similar behavior is predicted upon replacing the phenylala-
nines by alanines. For bulk protein concentrations of, say,
u; 1mM; our calculations suggest that u is nonzero only for
the PIP2-containing membranes. Speciﬁcally, for this bulk
concentration of MARCKS in equilibrium with a PC/PS/
PIP2 ¼ 89:10:1 membrane, we ﬁnd that u ¼ 1; i.e., the ratio
between membrane-bound proteins to PIP2 lipids is ;1:3. If
a membrane-bound protein indeed sequesters and binds ;3
TABLE 2 Measured and calculated binding constants, in M1. M and M-ED stand for MARCKS and MARCKS-ED, respectively
PC:PS:PIP2 & protein
(Experiment reference)
100:0:0 & M-ED
(41,44)
100:0:0 & M
(42)
93:6:1 &
M-ED (9)
89:10:1 &
M-ED
90:10:0 &
M-ED (41,44)
90:10:0 &
M (42)
99:0:1 &
M-ED (44)
Ka (experiment) 50 2.6 3 10
3 5 3 105 6 3 103 1.1 3 104 1 3 106
Ka (simulation) (See text) 2 3 10
6 4 3 102 6 3 103 2 3 104
PC:PS:PIP2 ¼ 89:10:1, etc., denote the membrane composition.
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PIP2s, it is reasonable to assume that it will shield them
from hydrolyzing enzymes. After phosphorylation u drops
sharply, implying partial exposure of these lipids to enzy-
matic attack, as suggested by the ‘‘electrostatic-switch’’
mechanism.
For bulk protein concentrations of, say, u; 10mM (as
found in some brain tissue cells, see Gambhir et al. (10) and
references therein) we ﬁnd that MARCKS adsorbs efﬁciently
on the PC:PS ¼ 90:10 membrane as well.
We are not aware of experimental results pertaining ex-
actly to the systems we studied, yet comparing our results to
those derived for two somewhat different systems reveals
similar trends. More than 90% inhibition of PIP2 hydrolysis
in a PC:PS:PIP2 ¼ 66:33:1 membrane has been observed for
0.1 mM MARCKS-ED in solution, and ;50% inhibition
with 0.3–0.5 mM MARCKS-ED for a PC:PS:PIP2 ¼
83:17:0.15 membrane (10,45). For bulk protein concentra-
tions in this regime (0.1–1 mM), our simulations of
MARCKS-ED indicate u; 1 for the PC:PS:PIP2 ¼ 89:10:1
membrane, and u; 0:2 0:5 for the PC:PIP2 ¼ 99:1
membrane (Fig. 7).
Many experimental studies so far have focused on the role
of PIP2 in the binding of basic proteins and peptides to acidic
membranes (5,6,17). One, still somewhat controversial issue,
is whether polybasic peptides are adsorbed via nonspeciﬁc
electrostatic attraction to the oppositely charged membrane,
or speciﬁcally need polyvalent lipids to mediate their bind-
ing, (see Discussion in McLaughlin (5)). Our calculations
cannot resolve this issue, yet they suggest that the bound
proteins indeed sequester PIP2 molecules, which signiﬁ-
cantly enhances their binding as compared to membranes
devoid of these multivalent lipids.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Using a detailed, albeit coarse-grained, ‘‘molecular-level’’
model to describe the conﬁgurations of the ﬂexible
MARCKS protein, we have carried out several series of
Monte Carlo simulations, mimicking MARCKS binding to
mixed, ﬂuid, lipid membranes. Particular emphasis was de-
voted to the role of lipid lateral mobility and the ability of the
adsorbed proteins to sequester and bind the multivalent acidic
PIP2 lipids. We found that MARCKS adsorbs effectively on
membranes containing ;1% of these lipids, attracting them
to their vicinity. Upon phosphorylation, which halves the net
charge on the basic domain, the binding is weakened sub-
stantially. Depending on the protein concentration in the cell,
the phosphorylation may induce a sharp transition from a
state where the PIP2s are shielded by the adsorbed protein to a
state where they are exposed to enzymatic attack, thereby
initiating their role as second messengers in signal trans-
duction events.
On a more general level, the simulations demonstrate the
subtle interplay between the various entropic and energetic
contributions to the binding free energy of MARCKS and
other ﬂexible proteins. For instance, we found that the sum of
conﬁgurational entropy losses experienced by the ﬂexible
loop and tail chains counterbalance most of the binding en-
ergy gained due to the myristoyl anchor. Our simulations
have also revealed an interesting correlation between the
hydrophobic attraction of the effector domain due to the
phenylalanine side chains and the electrostatic attraction of
the basic residues to acidic lipids.
Many of the ‘‘quantitative’’ conclusions derived from our
simulations depend sensitively on estimates of such quanti-
ties like the hydrophobic membrane insertion energies of the
myristoyl anchor or the phenylalanines, the use of DH elec-
trostatic potentials, or the depiction of the protein as a freely
jointed chain of spherical beads. Any error in estimating these
quantities may affect the numbers obtained. Furthermore,
although we allow for lateral lipid mobility, our simulations
do not explicitly account for kinetic timescales, such as the
diffusion times of different lipid species, or the rates of
protein adsorption-desorption, whose relative magnitudes
can play a major role in determining the extent of acidic lipid
binding and protein-membrane interaction (46). Notwith-
standing these reservations, we reiterate that our main goal
here has been to explore and highlight some of the most
general qualitative mechanisms underlying the adsorption
of charged and unstructured proteins on oppositely charged-
mixed-ﬂuid membranes. Our approximate model has unam-
biguously revealed the crucial role played by lipid mobility
FIGURE 7 Adsorption isotherms for the MARCKS-ED
peptide (left) and intact-MARCKS protein (right). The
fraction of occupied adsorption membrane sites (which
equals the fraction of bound PIP2s in membranes containing
these lipids) is plotted here as a function of the MARCKS
concentration in solution, for PC:PS:PIP2 ¼ 89:10:1 (black
or green), PC:PIP2 ¼ 99:1 (blue), and PC:PS ¼ 90:10
(purple) membranes. The solid, dashed, and dash-dotted
curves correspond to MARCKS (peptide and protein),
MARCKS-FA, and the phosphorylated MARCKS, respec-
tively.
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and polyvalent lipid sequestration in protein-membrane in-
teraction, and demonstrated the delicate balance between the
electrostatic, hydrophobic, and entropic components of this
interaction.
APPENDIX A
Our parameterization of the well depths Dh appearing in the hydrophobic
interaction potentials deﬁned in Eq. 7 is based on two series of experiments
performed by Wimley and White (36). In one series of experiments
(Experiment I), partition coefﬁcients (or, equivalently, transfer free energies
DG0) were measured for a series of peptides of different lengths: acetyl-WL,
acetyl-WLL,. . ., acetyl-WL6 (W, tryptophan, L, leucine), ﬁnding that DG
0
increases linearly with peptide length, with a slope of 0.56 kcal/mole, which
was interpreted as the free energy of transferring leucine from membrane
to water. The second set of experiments (Experiment II) involved pentapep-
tides of the form acetyl-WLXLL, where X is one of the 20 natural amino
acids. The transfer free energies for the amino acids of interest here are: 1),
For X ¼ A ¼ alanine,DGWLALL ¼ 4:086 0:03 kcal=mole; 2), For X ¼ F ¼
phenylalanine, DGWLFLL ¼ 5:386 0:02 kcal=mole; 3), For X¼ L¼ leucine,
DGWLLLL ¼ 4:816 0:02 kcal=mole; 4), ForX¼W¼ tryptophan,DGWLWLL ¼
6:106 0:02 kcal=mole.
Using our simulation to mimic Experiment I, we found that Dh;leu ¼
2:4 kBT ¼ 1:44 kcal=mole reproduces the slope DðDG0ðWLnÞÞ ¼
0:56 kcal=mole mentioned above. Using thisDh;leu in simulating Experiment
II-3, we found Dh;trp ¼ 4:7 kBT ¼ 2:82 kcal=mole. Then, using these two
values to simulate Experiments II-1 and II-2, we determinedDh;ala andDh;phe;
respectively. Although not needed for our MARCKS simulations (since W
does not appear in MARCKS-ED), we have carried out a ‘‘control simula-
tion’’ corresponding to Experiment II-4, ﬁnding that our previously deter-
mined Dh;leu and Dh;trp indeed reproduce the experimental DGWLWLL. Based
on the procedure outline above, we found:Dh;leu¼ 2:4 kBT¼ 1:44 kcal=mole,
Dh;ala ¼ 0:7 kBT ¼ 0:42 kcal=mole; and Dh;phe ¼ 3:5 kBT ¼ 2:1 kcal=mole.
APPENDIX B
Recall that on PIP2-containing membranes, each adsorbed protein sequesters
nPIP2  3 4 PIP2 lipids (hereafter, for concreteness, we assume nPIP2 ¼ 3),
which on the bare membrane spread over an (average) area a˜; possibly larger
than the projected area of an adsorbed protein. (For example, in a membrane
containing 1% PIP2, the average area enclosing three PIP2s is a˜  300 d2;
whereas the area ‘‘shaded’’ by one adsorbed MARCKS-ED is a  100 d2
(see Fig. 4). For the intactMARCKS, our calculations yield a ’ a˜  300 d2.)
In the lattice model formulation leading to Eq. 13, the deﬁnition of u as the
fraction of bound PIP2s simply means that the membrane is an array of
adsorption cells of area a˜; accommodating no more than one adsorbed
protein.
If a, a˜; then when all PIP2s are bound (u ¼ 1), there is an ‘‘excess
membrane area’’ (a˜ a per adsorbed peptide), which, in principle, may
accommodate additional proteins. Yet, adsorption onto these PIP2 deﬁcient
regions—which is mediated by the insertion of hydrophobic side chains into
the bilayer’s core, and/or by electrostatic attraction to the monovalent PS
lipids—is relatively weak, and therefore not included in our calculation of u
for the two PIP2 containing membranes. The minor contribution to adsorp-
tion from these regions can be estimated based on adsorption isotherms for
the PC:PS ¼ 90:10 membrane; as shown below. (Of course, for membranes
containing higher concentrations of PS, this contribution can be signiﬁcant.)
Choosing the area per molecule equal to a˜ (as deﬁned above) enables direct
comparison between membranes containing PIP2 with those depleted of this
lipid.
For comparison with experiment, recall that u[ nNP=V ¼ n½P in Eq. 13
is the volume fraction of proteins in solution, which is proportional to their
molar concentration ½P=N0; N0 is Avogadro’s number and n ¼ la ﬃ
103 8:663pð5:53 8:66Þ2 A˚3, corresponding to a molar volume of
400M1; so that for a typical bulk concentration of proteins (around
1 mM), u  43 103 (We have again used here rmax ¼ 5:5 d ¼
5:53 8:66 A˚; l 10 d is the calculated thickness of the adsorption layer.)
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